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Clifford tells the children what words begin with a particular letter of the alphabet.
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Both my 2 yr old and my 4 yr old love Clifford. He is so lovable! Once again this is a good book to go

over with your child to help ABC recognition. Clifford is a good tool for learning both on TV and in

books! Your children cannot help but LOVE HIM!

Dogs and kids go together like peanut butter and jelly. Thisbook is a fun way of introducing the

alphabet to your child in a funformat!

Well- I cannot speak for all toddlers of course, but my 2 1/2 year old loved this book from the start!

She is really into the alphabet and learning new words is her current passion, so this book really

captured her interest and she has learned many words, as well as how to spell them!If your little one

likes Clifford and you want to encourage more reading or alphabet and word practice, this is a great

book.

This was a favorite when my little girl was a 1 yr old. I was so tired of the A/apple stuff likein other



books and this was refreshing and fun to add new words to my child's vocabulary.We wore our first

copy out!Now that my son is just over 1 and loving books I decided to buy another copy. Highly

recommend.My 4 yr old still loves clifford, and I don't mind reading it (20 times a night sometimes).

Clifford is a huge hit with the 5 year olds.So are ABCs.Very fun and easy to order books for kids out

of town on .comin my pjs drinking coffee.I love being able to have books, etcdelivered to the

address of my choice.

Cute images but I did not realize there is no story. My daughter likes looking at the pictures, but this

one is not a favorite.

My grandson enjoys pointing to the leters and having you name then.As I have said before he is a

special needs child He will also point to the letters when you ask him to identiy them

My son loves Clifford, we read these stories daily before going to sleep, it's educational at the same

time, he began to say full sentences after reading Clifford stories for several times.
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